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At Irish Weddings in Italy, we love throwing a party
like no other.We recognize the significance of this
once-in-a-lifetime event so we get to know our
couples, ensuring each wedding truly reflects their
personality and visions. We want your perfect day

to be perfectly you. We incorporate our couple’s ideas and give
them the most breath-taking wedding day.
We choose to have a personal and customised approach for each
couple and their event irrespective of size, style and budget.We
possess enough knowledge, clarity and energy to work on details
and to ensure that we can stylishly fuse the different cultures and
traditions to create a bespoke event best suited to you.
We offer an array of planning and styling services from full à la
Carte planning to a mere month of coordination and everything

The planning has begun post-engagement and you are dreaming of an elegant affair in sun-
drenched Italy... Planning the perfect event takes hundreds of hours of painstaking coordination and
meticulous planning on top of viewing portfolios, organising contracts, juggling emails and phone
calls from suppliers, and worst of all, the distraction of arranging various payments on the day.All
of this and still you have no guarantee everything will run smoothly! Determined to find a better

way we asked experienced wedding planner Paola Shanahan from IrishWeddings in Italy to tell us
how they can help you achieve the wedding of your dreams.

in between.
IrishWeddings in Italy have been in business since 2000, working
with only the best. Their strong relationship with venues,
suppliers and artisans in Italy along with their reputation for
working with quality couples have made Paola Shanahan a
standout name in the industry of events and travel.
We are happy to help our couples figure out what services will
work best for their needs. There are no shortcuts. We focus on
exactly what they need and get it for them. It takes skills to know
what works together and what doesn’t. It’s not about inventing
something just for the thrill of it.We use our best judgment, we
care about our couples, do work that matters to couples and bet
it all on the ability to create amazing memories for bride, groom
and their guests to simply enjoy.

Paola Shanahan and Irish Weddings in Italy, 36 Fitzwilliam Square, Dublin 2.
Web: www.irishweddingsinitaly.com Tel: 01 6854555
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